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Our journey over the last two full years of operations at Infinity
Community Solutions Ltd has seen the organisation grow from a vision
to deliver a range of services for children, young people and their
families that achieve outcomes for life to a thriving organisation active in
the areas of Early Intervention, Out of Home Care, the National Disability
Insurance Scheme as well as consulting services.
We started the year with a focus on

stronger clinical governance for these services

Therapeutic Residential Care, with our

with the addition of a Psychologist Intern

specialised Kinship Care service working with

Program. The aim of the program is to offer an

124 children, young people and their families

opportunity to grow the number of

in the 2018/19 reporting year. Over the year

psychology professionals with a solid

our service network expanded to now proudly

grounding in delivering clinical services for

include a second strong partnership service

children and young people, along with their

with Kummara Association Incorporated. This

families where appropriate, accessing

service allows us to work with families earlier

Therapeutic Residential Care Services. This

to strengthen parenting skills and prevent

program is supported by expert external

harm, reducing the need for children and

clinical supervision provided by Dr Lisa Fahey,

young people to come into the care of the

Clinical Director, Quovus.

state. In partnership with Kummara, KICS
Family Services has already supported 93

Another exciting expansion for Infinity

families across the south of Brisbane to access

Community Solutions has been in the area of

vital support services and develop their

the National Disability Insurance Scheme

parenting skills.

where we are delivering truly independent
Support Coordination services at all levels of

Our Therapeutic Residential Care Intervention

complexity. In this service, we focus on

Services have continued to grow as has our

assisting participants to optimise their plan by

commitment to the implementation of

ensuring participants connect with services
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Shelley

all

Chief Executive Officer

Outcomes for Life

our Services

WE STRIVE TO PROVIDE PROFESSIONAL,
EVIDENCE BASED SERVICES,
SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO ENABLE
INDIVIDUALS TO REACH THEIR FULL
POTENTIAL, AND LIVE RICH AND
FULFILLED LIVES.

Supporting Families throughout
South East Queensland and
Regional Areas

Out of Home Care
Infinity Community Services provide
Therapeutic Residential Care and Kinship
Care Assessment and Support Services

Early Intervention
We provide Intensive Family Support and
work with vulnerable families by
providing in-home assessment &
interventions

National Disability
Insurance Scheme
We offer support coordination to families
living with disability
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" eading the way in providing a model of inclusiveness"
Infinity Community Solutions ICS Residential Intervention Services are underpinned by a
contemporary evidence informed practice model which aligns with the ueensland ope and
ealing Framework. The ICS Practice Model applies needs based thinking to attachment focused
care within a trauma informed therapeutic milieu.
Some key factors about the ICS model includes
A family inclusive approach.
Collaboration with Kinship Care aligning ICS’ key value of outcomes for life.
Using an online client management system which captures reporting on daily care routines and
professional observations has benefits for both ICS staff and children. Clinicians are able to perform
behavioural analytics helping to build individualised care programming to assist each client to reach
their full potential. The efficiency of the online system ensures ICS Care Practitioners’ can maximise
their time engaged directly with children and young people in the therapeutic milieu.

"With total capacity for 22
children in care at any one time,

Residential
Highlights

Infinity Community Solutions had
27 children in care throughout the
2018/19 year"

75%
Increase in Capacity for
Care

"Growth In Capacity has seen an increase in
Employment Opportunity"
A quality, highly-skilled and well supported workforce forms a core aspect of
Infinity Community Solutions Practice Model. Both the Residential Leadership
team and In-Home Care Support Team experienced growth to support
capacity increase
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" sing many forms of engagement to ensure that we listen
intently and receptively to the experiences and changing
needs of our clients and their families/carers"

ngaging Parents
Keeping parents informed of
children’s activities so parents can
be included where appropriate

Inviting parents and family
members to attend team meetings
with staff

Residential

ome organised

activities such as

’s, friend

sleepovers and parent sleep
overs within the residential,
where appropriate, to develop
such relationships.

Family eunification
Working with families
pre reunification to get the young
people home and support families post
reunification to ensure success

ducational ngagement
In
/ ICS offered services beyond
residential care specifically aimed at
increasing social skills needed for
successful engagement in school
settings. This required working in a
diversity of settings to provide the best
possible outcome for a child's schooling.
Engagement strategies included
classroom support, tutoring, home
based education strategies and
homework support.

Residential
Reflections

Since CHILD has entered Infinity’s care he is a different boy. You can see
joy in his eyes, he is smiling and happy. We have had no behavioural issues
at school with CHILD since he returned to our school. Whatever Infinity are
doing it is working.
School Principal, 2019

The Children have been the most settled they have been for a long
time since being with your service.
Keep up the wonderful work!
Consulting Therapist, 2019

As a part of ICS Practice Model and inclusion of family, the Department,
Infinity and the maternal and paternal family members met. This was the
first time the family had been in the same room and talked in over 6
years.
The meeting was positive with numerous shared agreements about
caring for the children together and a family photo was taken. The family
agreed to meet on an ongoing basis. This was supported to happen by
the care and work done by Infinity.
Department Feedback, 2019
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"KICS provides a respectful service

KICS Family
Support Service

tailored around your families’
needs. We believe every family is
unique and that raising children
can be stressful at times. Our
qualified and empathetic staff are
non-judgemental and have an
understanding of life's struggles
whilst recognising families
strengths and abilities."

93
Families supported
through the KICS Family
Support Service
"Providing a wide range of programs and services
including community family programs, NDIS
workshops and family fun days."
KICS is the joint initiative between Kummara Association and Infinity
Community Solutions funded by the Queensland Government. The partnership
of these organisations has increased capacity to support children, young
people and their families with varying support needs, living in the Brisbane
district.
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KICS family
support service
reflections

"I was at my wits end and my family was crumbling. KICS was the
only service that wanted to help my family and we have never looked
back. Amazing support, great practical advice that's easy to apply
to keep moving forward."
KICS Family Support Service User, 2019

"I am very grateful to have the support I need to continue to progress.
They are very helpful helping me deal with tricky circumstances. My
life is changing for the better having the support I need to continue to
take care of myself and my children. Thank you."
KICS Family Support Service User, 2019

"We have the privilege of working with families when they choose on
the issues or challenges they want to focus on. We understand that
families are the experts of their own lives and our role is to listen and
assist them with their chosen journey."
KICS Family Support Service Worker, 2019
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KICS kinship
service

75

"KICS Kinship Service is a child
and young person centered,
whole-of-family focused out-ofhome care service in Brisbane

Kin Carer Families
Supported

District resting on the foundation
practice framework of the Family
Partnership Model"

Number of days a
home was
provided for a
child / young
person during
the 2018/19
year

22 921
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"The service provides out-of-home care support while
maintaining a whole-of-family lens focused on wellbeing, attachment and bonding through case
management and the application of family-led
decision-making principles."

Children Supported
through Kinship
Care
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KICS kinship
service
reflections

"My KICS Worker is professional, levelling and supportive. I wasn’t keen
to be linked to an agency as I had always been a Departmental carer, but I
feel so lucky to have such a wonderful worker."
KICS Kinship Carer, 2019

"KICS Kinship Service has been flexible in its approach in the use of
flexible support funding to facilitate carers being able to take on the
kinship care role and that Department report a very good working
relationship with the service."
Department of Child Services Officer, 2019

"The support we offer is unique because we recognise the strengths
and capability of each family and we support the family to build on this.
We don’t just work with the kinship carer, we work with the parents, the
aunts, the uncles and anyone who the family identify as supporting the
child to have a safe and happy home with their kinship carer. We
believe that when children can be raised within their immediate or
extended family they have a stronger sense of identity."
KICS Kinship Carer Support Worker, 2019
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NDIS Support
Coordination

"Infinity Community Solutions has been registered with NDIS from 2017 offering Support
Coordination. Support Coordination is an NDIS funded support that is designed
to support participants to make the most of their NDIS funds. Once a Plan has been
approved, participants work with Support Coordinators to determine how their funds will be
spent and to connect with providers"
My name is Kellie, I am 45. I am a mother of adult
children. I have Rheumatoid Arthritis, Fibromyalgia,
Spondylisthesis, Thoracic issues, Depression and
Anxiety. I am on the Disability Pension.

Open communication is one of the things I value in
my relationship with my Support Coordinator and
she respects my need for maintaining ease of
communication when I need to talk about my plan.
My Support Coordinator is kind, caring and
compassionate and I know I can rely on her
whenever I am needing support.

Thankfully I found Infinity Community Solutions and
haven’t looked back since. I would highly
recommend Infinity Community Solutions to anyone
on an NDIS plan and seeking Support Coordination.
My appointed Support Coordinator at Infinity
Community Solutions has been invaluable for me to
effectively utilise my NDIS plan. She helps me with
any questions I have, she looks into things for me
and she is always available via email, text or face to
face.

Using the Support Coordination service through
Infinity Community Solutions has eased my anxiety
around my NDIS plan.
Working with Infinity
Community Solutions ensures I optimise my NDIS
plan and receive the most from my funding. Infinity
Community Solutions has made a difference in my
life and is my provider of choice.
Read Kellie's full reflection here

38

Supported
NDIS
participants
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It takes a Village

Partnership
Reflections

NO ONE AGENCY CAN
SERVE THE NEEDS OF
INDIVIDUALS, FAMILIES
AND CARERS. WE HAVE
BUILT POSITIVE
RELATIONSHIPS AT ALL
LEVELS IN A FOCUSED
AND INTENTIONAL
WAY, ENGAGING IN
EXTENSIVE
COLLABORATIVE
PARTNERSHIPS.

"Success means forging true partnerships to continue moving from
strength to strength. Partnering organisations must have exceptional
ability to communicate their specific needs so that all needs and
expectations can be met.
Partnerships that Infinity Community
Solutions have forged in the previous year have exceeded greatness."

Kummara

"What I think works well for Kummara / Infinity is we have differing
strengths, but equally are open to each other’s thoughts and knowledge in
ways that are focused on getting things done the right way and for the
right reasons of helping children and families. "
Gerald Featherstone, CEO 2019

Edmen Community Staffing Solutions
"Edmen Community Staffing Solutions is fortunate to partner with such a
wonderful organisation and is proud to be involved with being able to
make a special contribution to the people ICS supports. "
David Cuda CEO, 2019
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